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A
S SINGAPORE gets
busy with its Golden
Jubilee celebrations,
more people are asking
questions about the fu-

ture of the country.
Some questions reflect opti-

mism, aspirations and confidence.
Others reflect pessimism, anxie-
ties and angst.

Together, the general question
appears to be whether Singapore
will progress or regress as a socie-
ty. The realistic answer has to be
“It depends”.

Many factors affect Singa-
pore’s future. One factor that de-
serves more attention is the rela-
tionship between the people and
the government of the day.

Breach in trust

SINGAPORE not only survived
but also succeeded in many ways
for 50 years. This is partly be-
cause the Government and the
people worked well together. Af-
ter all, it takes two to tango.

But the people-government co-
operation was not a once-off coor-
dinated dance. Over time, it
evolved into a social compact.

An important part of this
compact is what behavioural
scientists call the psycho-
logical contract.

This contract is developed
when both parties have formed
mutual beliefs and perceptions
about each other, and these
are then translated into in-
formal obligations and ex-
pectations.

The psychological contract is
breached when there are unmet ex-
pectations. An example is when
the people believe that the govern-
ment has failed to deliver what
they perceive was promised.

Research has shown that
breaches of the psychological con-
tract by either party lead to disap-
pointment and distrust.

When breaches persist, they
breed cynicism, confirmatory bi-
as, counter-productive behav-
iours and other negative conse-
quences. These can culminate in a
decision by one or both parties to
dismiss, destroy or discontinue
the relationship, as when employ-
ees resign, or when voters vote
out a government.

Some commentators have writ-
ten about a trust erosion, even
trust crisis, in Singapore. I would
characterise the situation differ-
ently, as one of “trust-in-transi-
tion”, rather than a decline in
trust.

As I wrote in this space in Sep-
tember 2013, this is a period when
some citizens may go through feel-
ings of doubt and ambivalence to-
wards the Government. This hap-
pens as they compare the
Government’s positive record

with the current challenges in in-
frastructure and local-foreigner
relations. During trust-in-transi-
tion, the citizen is questioning the
government’s competence, or
even intentions. It is a critical peri-
od because what occurs during
this time can have a major impact
in “tilting” the trustor towards
trust or distrust.

In recent years, the Govern-
ment has made serious efforts to
address this, for example by im-
proving infrastructure, being
more responsive to people’s de-
sires, and involving more people
in policymaking.

The people have also proactive-
ly engaged the Government in con-
structive ways, through public
feedback or civil society organisa-
tions.

Of course, there were instances
when public demands could have
been a little more reasonable. And
instances when the Government
could have done better in public
communications and engagement.

Moving forward, how will the
social compact evolve?

Or more positively, how can
the people and the Government

better honour the psychological
contract and strengthen their so-
cial compact?

Complexity and ‘criticality’

THE Singapore Government is
good at decomposing a complex is-
sue into its parts, and understand-
ing how the different parts are in-
ter-related. This ability to analyse
complexity has served Singapore
well.

Of course, if there is too much
discussion on the complexity of
an issue, it becomes difficult for
many people to understand the is-
sues that really matter. This is es-
pecially so when people do not
have access to the relevant infor-
mation or do not know where to
look for it.

But complexity is not the same
as what I call “criticality”.

When the Government interfac-
es with people on complex issues
such as economic restructuring or
local-foreigner relations, the im-
portant question is: What is really
critical in this particular context?

Or to put it another way: What
really matters to people?

Take, for example, the debate
on economic growth and foreign
manpower. The idea that Singa-
pore needs to increase the eco-
nomic pie is not too complex a no-
tion for most people to grasp. Nor
is the idea that Singapore’s limit-
ed local workforce means we have
to be open to foreign labour.

But what is critical in these de-
bates?What matters to Singapore-
ans in these issues?

For example, I know many Sin-
gaporeans who want to know how
an enlarged economic pie will be
equitably distributed and how it
gets translated into actual bene-
fits for citizens. I know many
more who are concerned with the
quantity or quality of the foreign-
er inflow.

A debate on foreign manpower
that delves into the complexities
of the economic issues could up-
set many citizens, because they
may feel the Government is fo-
cused on defending its policies
and does not understand their
needs and problems.

That might be because citizens
are less interested in the complexi-
ty of the issue, and care more for

what is critical to them: How will
my life improve with growth?
How will having more foreigners
affect me – my job, my flat, my
children? And my use of public
spaces and facilities?

If people care most for what is
critical to their lives, and less for
the big-picture complexity of an
issue, then the Government has to
adapt the way it relates to and
communicates with the people.

It is important to have empa-
thy and show it, not just trot out
the same or even more complex ar-
guments. A person may believe in
you or be more willing to accept a
difficult change if he thinks you
understand and empathise with
his situation.

Empathy also can help repair a
trust violation or address unfair-
ness, either actual or perceived.

Principled, practical leaders

IT IS simplistic to think that reali-
ty is not complex. The Govern-
ment is right to emphasise and ex-
plain complexity. It is the respon-
sible thing to do when people in
fact do not understand the gravity

of an issue. But it must go hand in
hand with knowing what is criti-
cal to a person’s concerns in a
practical context.

The people need a government
that can effectively tackle com-
plexity and “criticality”, attend-
ing to things that matter to people
in different segments of the popu-
lation.

Handling complexity re-
quires analytical ability. Ad-
dressing “criticality” requires
practical intelligence, empa-
thy and ground experiences.

Explaining complexity in-
cludes sharing unpopular
truths. It involves princi-
pled leaders who passionate-

ly serve with conviction and
courage. Singapore’s tough-
minded Government has excelled
at this in the past.

But focusing on “criticality” in-
cludes knowing the issues that
matter to the people. It needs
practical leaders who genuinely be-
lieve in consulting and co-creat-
ing solutions with the people. And
grounded leaders with a common
touch who intuitively feel what it
is like to struggle in life and live
with unachieved aspirations.

Robust, resilient citizens

FOR Singapore society to
progress, it is critical that the
country has principled leaders ca-
pable of handling complex issues,
who are also attuned to what peo-
ple consider as critical in their
own lives.

At the same time, Singapore
needs a robust and resilient citi-
zenry. People should take con-
structive actions to achieve their
aspirations by co-creating solu-
tions with the Government and al-
so within the community.

Indeed, there are many issues
and problems best tackled by the
people and the community, not
the state.

The Government is often not
the best candidate to make deci-
sions on behalf of people when
they involve societal norms and
personal or collective values, such
as giving up seats in trains to
those who need them more, inter-
actions between neighbours, or
volunteer work.

When Singaporeans take con-
structive actions to set desirable
norms, or to solve problems for
themselves or the community,
they become robust and resilient
citizens who co-create solutions
with the Government. They are
not passive dependants who need
to look to the Government for so-
lutions and directions each time a
problem occurs.

When there is a healthy social
compact between the people and
the government of the day, and
both honour the psychological
contract, Singapore will progress
as a society.

It will be a place that the peo-
ple will be proud to call home, not
one that they constantly criticise.
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It takes two to tango, and progress
Government-people relations are key to Singapore’s future success. The Government has to handle
complex issues, and also understand what citizens consider critical to their lives in those issues.
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T
HE sheer bravura of United States Presi-
dent Barack Obama’s delivery of his
State of the Union address would have
cheered and energised Democrats
across the country. But they may be the
only ones enraptured. Most of the faces
in the House were stony, belonging to
the Republicans who have seized con-
trol of Congress after a resounding win
in last year’s midterm elections. Most
likely, their supporters were equally out
of sorts to see Mr Obama’s defiance, de-
spite his lowest-ever average approval
rating during his sixth year in office
(with two to go), as measured by Gal-
lup.

America’s allies would be disappoint-
ed that Mr Obama’s rousing “let’s go”

rallying call will go nowhere, given the
likely continuation of ugly politics. And
the nation’s foes would gloat at any po-
litical pantomime that shows it up as a
superpower tied up in knots till the next
presidential election. To cynics, the on-
ly means of getting any substantial pro-
grammes off the ground now in America
is by capturing the presidency and both
houses of Congress. That is a distant
hope. So, why can’t Washington relearn
the lost art of compromise that former
president Bill Clinton exemplified, for
example, in striking deals to effect wel-
fare reform and deficit reduction?

For Asia, what would be gratifying to
see is bipartisan cooperation in granting
Mr Obama fast-track authority to wrap

up free trade deals, notably the ambi-
tious, US-led Trans-Pacific Partnership
that involves 11 other countries in the
Asia-Pacific region – a pact Singapore
staunchly supports. Citing China as a
fierce competitor out to steal a march
on the US was a shrewd move, but
Americans will need more convincing
that such deals will create opportunities
for US entrepreneurs and protect the
middle class. Mr Obama ought to perse-
vere in this effort.

The world will also be watching with
interest the debate on how to give the
middle class a boost amid wage stagna-
tion and greater income inequality –
clearly another pitch by Mr Obama to
set the agenda for the presidential elec-

tion. “The verdict is clear – mid-
dle-class economics works,” he had de-
clared, with reference to his measures.
His critics would be right in saying, not
so fast, Mr President.

Liberal economists have for over a
decade bemoaned the thinning of the
middle class – an issue reignited last
year by French economist Thomas
Piketty’s Capital In The Twenty-First
Century. But there is still no agreement
over what strands of the debate could
help shape coherent policy to ensure
broad-based prosperity. The American
experiment would be instructive if Mr
Obama shows he’s able to steer the ef-
fort above the ideologically riven realm
of US politics.
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Rising above a state of disunion
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